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IN A TIMELESS
Wide awake.
Taking over dawning,
kicking around down in the sand ―
sighting a grey-barn stand among summers ruins
Stepping up to the ledge of a still asleep stone bridge
when a grey wagtail flee away with a quenched cry
almost unheard in our consent of silent wind-throws
(It hurts to be so greatly charged with suspicion.)

It cuts hard into my insight.
Sad to say, I am an all too easily harmed, an turned inside irascible
that been lured to train myself balanced, to hurt myself galled,
be a vulnerable and at the same time avoid hardest pain
(Being all wounds intact and lulling my fairest dream again)
Have ragged myself to come down to the others alikeness;
to obstinately be on exception as an unknown curiosity
But… One thing will lead to the last ― In to an unsolvable
(Remained left in a late set autumn, in a capricious ― In a timeless)

Finally my anguish cuts me done.
It is late.
Care not to carve in overripe wood more now.

Wide awake.

AFORE BEAUTY DIES
Where fallow stayed accessible for years
gleaming in its coldest nightstones; calling
inside the forests snow-covered darkness
as night grew all its frost ready; to cling
Watching the remains sunken down in blood.
(My intensive double eyes
telling about my earlier lives,
remember now my clearest traces.)

Following my longings impossible demands,
That,
which never at any time will caress;
cutting a heart that thought too hard: My grave.

And all my beauty is now dead, as yours,
which in all of you so wrench and aggrieve

Missing me. My longing is cured.
FINDING. AM. BRED.
I am the new essence matured.

Extinguishing all my wounds suffering,
and awake, afore beauty dies, once more.

WHERE STONE SHARDS STAND
Choice is stone on flowers
or flowers on stone
YOU THERE! Follow me here and step on meandering ant-tracks
continuing down through the meadowland; in just this spring
which now remade by the meltwater runs over into…
Summer, went past reflecting other little summer memories
up here on juniper tree hills and field islands; down by the creeks
we turn our embraces around full-grown wild strawberry ditches

The water-mirror slumbered stuck further down in the old hollow
with its pine-needles and dust swimming on after― So prettily teasing
We will see invisibly lifted stone shards there behind the glade
by saddened hardened in each corner ― Yet they’re playing

The views are here allowed to be us stretched far and wide,
reachable, for us hastily taken in right before…
Autumn, a scent around blot wood and mushrooms in damp moss
from a silent hiding-place where one single leaf has hanged itself on;
following true life-gladness in search after worth seeing; stainless.

It died down meanwhile the river silenced below the ridge
and beside me sat a frosted fog denseness in a smile;
in its cold and snowfilled winterarms winterfairest shine

We return home inside the soll!
We strike forward our years on mountains!
We break Earth’s veins!

THE UNTIMELY
Want to save this moment from escaping,
for it is irreplaceable ― irresistible ―
almost unsparingly fair ― undefiled

Calmed, by misplaced sun warmth
(the betraying), to take myself a freod filled moment
(Wholly and fully as a dumb animal who right away,
instantly forgets, when a little heat reaches to look in.)

Trees, continuing the raining, in a well-aimed loan
compounded with sighing, home to its certainty
Woods, slayed again on its leaves, on its flowers and straws,
molded to clouds and soils service in a secret

There was something well-known…
about all this helpless nuisance,
this here too barren established;
that Life become Death’s only joke
returning to soon be the lost

And while burdened steps cry away the dust of the road
the pouring rain fills an already overfilled water keg

OUTSIDE OF ASA-KNOWLEDGE
Our foes market their false words against our world;
shaping the weak and poor’s filth until their death.
Easily led hasten the scum towards impossible possibilities,
tied as unknowing down inside hidden provenances.
The silliest imaginable is made into normality to grab after
in your own limitless insufficiency that surely is very sufficient,
likely it is us given full meaningless to search there for more…
And the utmost weakest and poorest;
the already dead; outside Asa-knowledge,
paying here with highest imaginable price
inside their unpaid thralldom;
in the filthiest controlled suicide
into the most hopeless condition.
The foes blame what they dragged down to their equal, then the world itself,
and when lowest are here held highest it makes the fools into seemingly rich…
Throw me here your empty threats and objections until tiring,
but all your fears and your death are now not any real concern.

May it all be owned us mutually to be repulsed by our foes junk-culture.
May death cure what forgetting cannot solve.
May the remorse soon be gone.

WITHIN THE REACH OF THE SUN
Wander with me Home on paling forest trails
to exactly this summer dawning’s hidden away holy wells
Feel well-known force.

I will clarify; shout highest and establish a new value,
give Yggdrasil something life-nourishing to here be engrafted:
Turn in to my Clarity.
Before you regain your tarnished condition
in the Illusion so heaped over with its emptiness;
understand that here is something really worth to collect:
Be the Sun which guides us forward in the right way
where Viet clarified Life itself home to Reality itself.

My path steps gave results
Always contested. Never anything other than Truth.

THE HILLSIDE SMITH SECRET
Sleeplessly resting in a fragile hint,
so alike a water circle offers shallowness;
sighted shortly and withheld; so moving

Tracing then the water in the forest-creek down to the river.
Waiting here. Observing with a careful watchfulness.
Counting everything musingly and cultivating my freedom.

Honour is never anything other than right; wise and truthful,
unthinkable to therein search after any hidden motives.

Sleeping safely next to the hillside smith at summer-dawn.
Relief comes when Life again will be enough.
Letting fastidious be me reasonable and healthy.

Opportunities, the now’s possibilities avoided me steadily
and persistently bitterness bites memories sown,
cock-sure and clearly; in benefit for worthlessness.

But, I have a prevalent advantage in clearest excess;
I am foresighted on the Holy Path Home to Valhalla.

HANGED UPON WISHED FOR BRANCH
Heaving up the trashed and torn roots
right here next to the old gallows pole hill

Dig inside my soil.

Every glance is taken like a last solidified picture:
Released with the dew-drops in a morning haze.
Autumn’s shrouded leaves flicker.

(Daylight in its rising counts itself as old annual rings
finding me in the uncertain emptied; filled with real need.)

Time continues.

To willful use for the eye
meets the entrance by the edge of the woods
where soaking-wet leave-mounds glimmer
from the same dawn to dawn enclosed
in the greyed trees, the bluish skies
watched and awaited; Time continues.

(Juniper bushes, which stood on the slopes
treads on the longed for forest grounds
up the duskily pine-needle filled paths.)

Feel the presence.

Harshly appears the cold ways
denying cloud covered days,
which felted all my time here.

The wind hisses bodefully.

(Out-witted as an autumn-adorned branch
taken down with the now icing night-wind.)

Hear me clearly; Time continues.

THIS IS HALF THE PATH’S LENGTH
“You, you were hardly in anything a fair laden,
always one so hesitated and shyly waiting.”

And the day…
there sunbeams dreamt themselves through the woods
and finding something worthy my will to live for again

And the night…
when our tears took their embraces around beauty
while time withered down in our own night-still safety

Coming silently grasping in derided years,
alike the life-giving shadows risen images
fumbling on inside all of light’s night-brushes
Stuck. A new dreary moment here stands.
DIMMED! Am a hindered light, so languished…
Reserved… Played before darkness’s rays.
Scattered. Tearing down the collapsed.

Still drinks the broken glance of all sunshine
and waits through the fondling gleaming light

(Got here to pass mine’s turn
in an unsolved movement reluctantly light-painted
for this is half the path’s length.)

TO ADJACENT MEMORY
BY ROOTED MISTAKES
LIFEOWNED!
HARSHLY TURNED INWARDS
THE UNBEARABLE HAS ALREADY OCCURRED
THE MISPLACED HATRED
TO SLAUGHTER A BEING
SCATTERING THE SINCE LONG AVOIDED
THE INALIENABLE

TO ADJACENT MEMORY
The most obvious for the wolf will stun the sheep.
Watching a killed winter sprout frozen in crap
thus recognizing the directly born down to be grave embraced
The poor young woods, now be they thick or thinly grown,
in a dingbat condition turning to their defiance
wherein withering itself takes all time; their crown…
Vulnerable,
so enigmatically agreeing with hardest experiences,
grown upon a boulder with the roots visible all around
of false conclusions; doubt, aversion, sorrow, weakness and miseries,
therein words mostly can offer up some old half measures for pity,
barely just enough to flatter with;
weak in Reality
These fully daydreamed danced on a night old ice ―
grossly favoured products so freed from virtue,
hold freedom in hope
for pitiful saving after evil deeds,
for youth’s dumbness wastes youths fire away
Real friends! Wounds come to be before suffering
and is rarely covered by the fact that done is done
where it is fought after to eat the thistles
and being most qualming thrall-food rolled in dirt;
there death will never come too soon

BY ROOTED MISTAKES
Now come near what it all means.
TURNED RIGHT IS OUR REALITY OWNED
WARMING EVERYTHING THAT IS US MISLED
AND THROWN IN HERE FOR RIGHT AND HOLY WISE
ARE WE HERE REALLY TURNING UNSURE SURE!
Know well the real righted cause and effect.
“Step down insane for all of the insane!
Stone all the shallow contemplations veils!
Stamp coins of all unsolvable blurred thoughts!”
If you beg here about getting killed,
you will never get to be denied.
Seldom manages the future enclosed be fulfilled when
selfish dumbness on its pasture, in its killed off gladness,
sells Fate to an almost unexplainable carelessness
Strengthened returned will be found again
standing among conditions many weeds,
steadily between rare and… Naught.
Good to clearly see what emptiness shows
from where least reluctance against is most will to.

You are now what it all means.

LIFEOWNED!
But you, come here and right me to gladly become your wrongs.
Taking swings with swords aimed at your neck.
Slaying now your words without hold.
But you, with your head off you will shut it by yourself later on?

Killing all the insane’s dreams.
Killing doesn’t trouble me mentionable,
worse would be if this wasn’t done, with One,
for in the unknowing nothing is learnt
except for a piece of meat that will die.

Fully fooled will get killed
with the aged and worn inscription:
KNOW WHAT YOU BELIEVE
But see! This went uncurtailed home to nil experience.
Content with digging up justice for the unjust bastards
and want a grudge in being worst animal for pity.
(In a contemporaneously; hear the stinking retards
scream lies about their own attraction and full dignity.)

Have here emptyhanded freed the cultivated,
have in haste dug up violated non-years as they sow:
BELIEVE WHAT YOU KNOW.
But, that which is unwanted drags down that which is wanted:
scum rave so usefully and pigheadedly,
letting vexed be and very quickly search for more.
Lying unconscious and conscious.

Striking at life with a weak: “Possibly”,
to always use as an approvable excuse to throw:
KNOW WHAT YOU KNOW.

You,
who tear up easier by your executioner’s songs
than your own imposed and legitimated sorrows, listen:
We,
we do know that our world is decayed and everywhere raped
with control: Shaping defect normality’s, guilt unpaid.
You, it was done all too easily, that now must be said…

Let me now with sympathy mention something Obvious:
Refuse waste solace on what is hopeless.
Initiate immediately to work for The Choice and now;

KNOW WHAT YOU ARE.

NEW TIME IS HERE.

HARSHLY TURNED INWARDS
Have seen through life and little is left me unseen.
The Now, is since long seen, already hatched,
to its very last drop a home-birded and tired.

Time,
there presage moved gifted unexpected possibilities
in the false promises that are ripped apart inside by the miraged
while just running away from the latest cancelled occurrences…
But, still…
awoke to something unreachable and desirable in me,
as it would be a life without any words, rich with other than trash.

At long last given here entry to an Enlightened New Time;
an age where the new pen cease being so meaningless and mightless.
Wished deeds step onwards. None gets away.

Hear a last warning filled with severity:
All is altered.

THE UNBEARABLE HAS ALREADY OCCURRED
The wintering delusions
will see unsolvable and inexplicable
in their inane existence
It is surely inessential, but do know;
“Laziness is the tears of the inconsolable!
Jealousness is denying justice all its freedom!
Hatred, dear hatred, is love’s only real defense!”
Naivety hands, sooner or later,
safety its safest opposite.
Vanities, the never true,
thought through with weakest sense
give a short and guile will to live
Be discriminatingly satisfied with it.

Thinking becomes irrelevant without action,
daunted ― repressed ― insinuating meal ticket
But, no real choice exists before ― or after
Impregnable hideaways piling fragmented thoughts;
a shelter where passively and turned away pass by life,
leaving after a house of cards in a heartless haze here.

The greedy and skinflint was always right:
Emptied pockets are need and a dead friend…

THE MISPLACED HATRED
Still sorrowed by what happened to you.
Steadfast in avoidance and into hesitation lowered,
adorning yourself with expressions and words from fools;
mirroring what others haven’t thought either…
So far gone that you lack your own tears…

Examining the mistrusting eyes;
trapped away and incapable; yet so filled with greed,
and groping after to avoid their own survival;
laying like helpless thralls beneath the misplaced hatred

Catching another unknown level below useless:
False good use wears down; search for vulnerability,
after the eye-catching weakness placed inside all strength
meanwhile years merely can grow you with some numbers
Scum search after making their name with all their worthlessness
as if that could be equaled a name in honour and righteousness!

All is hardly worth some lasting words if you cannot live…
But, look away from meaning, rime and the dumbness,
listen here at least now… Flee from your emptiness.

TO SLAUGHTER A BEING
Pitiful timid and sensitive will anyway get to know;
that in our forests, and what ill alike is;
in our towns drags unlawful life itself around
Avoid their eyes from where force can make attacks
and listen there to no words. Know their stiffness,
the screaming laughter and their hollowed out backs
Also, go never near fairies’ glowing dancing circles;
places where they have been shown to drag people down to death
In the War of all Wars against the Gods and humanity’s worlds
has the lowest imaginable been “saved” by our foes for weapons:
Unknowing about their place as used tools
know these nothing about their heritage or real purpose

Taking my scythe to the harvesting feast until its beaten blunted
and whet thereafter again, and then striking again: You will be dead.
I am decapitating, slaughtering, burning and lastly cursing.
In time after time.

SCATTERING THE SINCE LONG AVOIDED
Far above the dream of the individual’s great strength
have the thoughts wished for highness been tongue-tied…
Truths may only be suspected, be indifferently attacked,
longing for where something impossibly can get worsened
and when common sense as a rule here is overestimated,
the years unerringly are castrated; slow and worn dead…
When you at times, quite often, sit in your afterwisdom
and rarely there visiting other than through coercion;
becoming a vacillating joke, born-with loneliness,
snort at all mistakes, in-grown dirt, dumbness…
Realize:
It is a nauseating to be seated in pitifulness.
In awkward unreality, a placed shallow lowness,
sail the scum on imaginations highest waves
while our foes sick nonsense is said to own you a value;
goodhearted are eagerly pulled away as weeds
where dirt sits stuck with all its silly questions needs…

In particularly hard to understand seems to be:
Here are never bought any kind of indulgence of dirt
and inner thoughts will stand up front ― no matter what.

THE INALIENABLE
Silenced in my hindsight

Unsaid is not unheard by me

Was near our dawning-meet a long time
and I caused many mistakes at home
Now greet me life and death premature.

Relieved. I’m already hurt enough.

Have been lifted up,
sprung from prima materia
to carry this world under its arms

I am still in front of the shadows

Clouds grew. Dead stop. Rain.

TRU KNOW TIME
THREE FURROWS
AS AXE BLOW
THING TO TING
SORROW´S LAST HIDEAWAY
THE WOUNDED DAYS
I MISS ME A BIT
THE RAIN ON COBBLESTONES
THE LIFETIME IS OURS

TRU KNOW TIME
With crowding around the chopping-block Midgard is slaughtered.
The Folk are cut down, far deep in their blood filthied,
deprived of all of their Rights, Honour, Truth and Life.
Our foes’ ridiculous lies sit stuck in layers of filth
and wish to pretend that resistance is futile; sat in useless,
spreading dumbness about that countries worth are set in guilt
all while self-defense is hollowed-eyed heckled open and causeless
Never trust any opinions to be valid in the War of all Wars.
It is burning here everywhere,
time to close the larders
as now the hardest age
stand us already in the doorway
Will grows in the towns which here have understood Realities.
Aim now our foe towards the grave and write down boundary-lines.
TRU come with the uplifting strength and might
and lacks a counterpart ― Raising now the long awaited:
MIDGARD,
FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS UNIMAGINABLE PARASITED AND USED
THROUGH OUR FOES FILTHY WORK WILL ARISE NOW! ―
TO BE US ALL FINALLY CLEANSED

UNITY.
TRU KNOW TIME.
ODIN OWNS US ALL.
ALL VALUE IS IN OUR LIVES.
VIET HAS THE RIGHTS FIRST AND FINAL.
THE PEOPLE OWN THEIR MIGHT IN THEIR COUNTRIES.
THE TRUTH IS UNDOUBTEDLY ALL FUTURE AND LAW.

THREE FURROWS
There came no new dawning.
The Sun path was covered.

Blood has only one word;
LIFE.
So understand what we were.

Calling back Life;
the now unreachable.
*
Stricken wood crackles, fell in wind heaved,
and then gave its only name for Time
I left my thoughts on growth
against known weapons against the mind
Urging in Will; being my only friend,
which reasonably can be found me worthy
*
Am placed under the circumstance
to have aged wished into regrets
All creed coming from the Knowledge
stands freed from pretext and small vice

Will of Troth is me examined and ready.
*

AS AXE BLOW
Here is a stone-hill filled with taken away stones.
There is a leaning larder collecting in what is already eaten.
(All still as ardent as a forgotten memory of a light burned out.)

The surpassed present time is without real answers
and sowing here without harvest in a curious connection
Viet knows what Honour causes, while here now life;
last and finally is mostly for ill hidden purposes grief
IN WITH THE UNREACHABLE TO GRAB!
TAKE THE FINAL STEP!
Be a solidity with the striking-weapon; Clarity and Right,
and fill up the patience, break here down suffering!
BE THE WORLD A WITHSTANDING DELIGHT!
NOW LIVE YOURSELF FULL!

It begins.
Enter to the present time with something monumental:
TRUTH.

THING TO TING
Am that place that survived; broken,
weltering in damaged undiscerning
took part of the trash that attacks ―
trained; through a necessary hardening
Climbing instead in here without excuses,
far from flattery, or any other kind of foulness;
How did your lip service become immovable?
Here. Reluctance always set in work for the Truth.
HEAR! Not seldom defy the Answers its account.
Fought my way inside the foes’ scum; to know the closed.
Found a way in to the recognized; the rotted.
FORGET! To no use is to outwit your lies need.

Coming here forward to changes
in permanently indistinct filled in answers:
Take thing to Ting.

SORROW’S LAST HIDEAWAY
(Somewhat bewildered put forth; stands the repulsive sorrow
that gets permissive in excess, and with trifle settled.)
Sorrow, well-used and so severely felt
wintering here with its frost-glitter grown over
in a harsh; but still gave tender comfort…
Have been spared, avoided be spoken of;
to visibly appear to clearly, be a loved one
In these since long ago cut ties; the overexplicit humbled years
inside the unforgivable living years scars
it is me lovingly meant that only death can cure the agonies

Now. Fooled to spoil my life on wasted after-thoughts,
overpower indivisible suffering, heaped with foulness
in this tragically misgrown and incurable existence

I am acknowledging myself.

I have hard fought for my freedom,

for you.

THE WOUNDED DAYS
Lifting apart knots ― inwrought close to the old night cold sores
The wounded days has happened here, so grow your sad worry,
trample the snare in after the real words ― the denied spoors,
in the thinnest annual rings someone seen ― Say sorry,
as he who chooses to in need remain dead in the years

Be a torn now ― in remembrance for insufferable injuries tears
Through parched weak twigs and strongest branches, since long unable,
came these hearts eleven life’s richly well-furnished;
living a supplied meat to remain here… Unbreakable.

Get visible ― laid beneath this forsaken footstep as helpless
Was momentarily high up by a clean will and averseness,
but then readily dragged down to search after impossible lust
Life is obviously made me here too petty and for my pity

Repealing hereby your presence with my presence.

I MISS MYSELF A BIT
Harping on this string I find tolerably hesistant nowadays
and the unwritten is already worn down; hidden in me
*
When the heart trained for loneliness searched relief
(while my pity turned from contempt to sorrow)
― as in time bygone lay the assets in grief
Was lifelessly driven down and away, an early torn apart ―
who now wish to trade in these vague love words for Truth
*
Standing myself upright and threatening against thousands digging,
rare troubled eyes, on a quest for any errors

You shall know…
had only undertaken myself living a far grander life ―
and with wisdom complete; add highest thoughts for use against traitors

Have consided here with difficulties strange pecularities,
but is someone inherited an Önd that has become a wound

THE RAIN ON COBBLESTONES
“But, don’t you know
that all gladness hides a lie for life
just when sorrow tastes some recovery?”
My forced upon mistake was the naïve hope
that others were more alike me than unlike is dead
Infallible enters sadness its company
which still is me so self-assuring in its eyes
in this undeserved hopeless common day
(In turned vision light is a greyness
that cannot thin out darkness sadness.)

Now sugaring in the unexpected:
I hear lonely and uncertain voices.

I waver shrouded in over these empty streets.

Adding my tenderness;
finding you somewhat understandable.
Prepared and served:
Your gladness is still an untouched resource.

THE LIFETIME IS OURS
Release my spring flood! Give me great strides! Replace my un-nature!

(It bites hard in me.)
RELEASE MY SPRING FLOOD!
Spring rises. The river lives on my thawing snow and ice
meanwhile the mist is silent still and know its heritages price

GIVE ME GREAT STRIDES!
Storms came. Passed, went hard over the forest-sighing
restlessly with threadbare clothes cutting in the light

REPLACE MY UN-NATURE!
Nature’s hand to mouth is no longer a loved path

Have as can be seen been entrusted to this Spring
that will leave no tracks left from all the frost

(Cut in to the reasonable and was truly mistclothed.)

